
Create transparency over your data assets and 
leverage them to create business value

With constantly growing amounts of data it is becoming more

and more difficult to use this data efficiently. Valuable insights 

and further added value only become available with high quality and intelligently 

managed data. With the Contiamo Data Platform, we help our customers to create 

transparency about their data and to use it in an optimal way. Our tool automatically 

scans and indexes all available data and makes it accessible in a secure way.

Data Inventory Management
Gain and keep a clear picture of your data landscape

Case Study  
360 degree customer journey at Deutsche Telekom

Deutsche Telekom uses our data catalog and integration layer to harmonize, 
retrieve and visualize more than 170 data sources that contain  
customer-related data. Intelligent analyses are performed via more than 20 
touchpoints (e.g. Telekom.de, MeinMagenta App, Entertain...). This enables the 
optimization of campaigns and customer journeys as well as the derivation and 
tracking of relevant measures. With our tool Deutsche Telekom makes data 
easily accessible and enables intelligent decisions based on facts and figures.

170+ 
Data sources

> 750 
Reports 

> 380 
User

Improved data access and analysis
Use your data in a performant and intuitive way

Connect to any cloud or 
on-premise data source in 
your system landscape

Catalog and check your data 
automatically

Use a comfortable yet 
powerful search to browse 
your data

Create materialized datasets for optimized 
performance and reduce the impact on 
original datasources

Combine data with queries across  
multiple datasources

Integrate via 1-click with your favorite 
BI-Tools (e.g. Tableau, Power-BI, Qlick…)

Modern, open and future proof APIs to 
work with your data 

Create transparency

Improve quality and
avoid redundancies

Find relationships and 
dependencies within your data

Make the data easily accessible

Optimize access and approval processes

Enable self-service with curated data sets

Define responsibilities and contact 
persons

Accelerate your data analyses by 70%

Connect to all data 
sources quick and easy

Deploy in the cloud or 
on-premise with full 
security and scalability

Integrate Data Science, 
Machine Learning and BI 
Tools


